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The sphericity hypothesis may be expressed as an intersection of simpler 
hypotheses on the invariant subspaces of the variance matrix. Applying the 
union-intersection principle to dissections of this type establishes a link between 
tests of independence and tests of sphericity. We use some recent results of 
Bloomfield and Watson [2] and Knott [4] to derive a class of union-intersection 
tests for sphericity from likelihood ratio tests of independence of two sets of 
variates. As well, we show that the ordinary likelihood ratio test for sphericity 
has a natural union-intersection interpretation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose S(p x p) is a sample variance matrix with distribution given by 
ns N WJn, E), and we wish to test an hypothesis 
HO: ..Z’ = a”I, , u2 unspecified, within 
Hl: .Z unspecified. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for H,, is that every vector k E Rp be an 
eigenvector of Z. Another such condition is that every plane through the origin 
contain at least two orthogonal eigenvectors of 2, in other words every two- 
dimensional subspace of Ri’ be an invariant subspace of 2. In general, let 
Q C RP be an arbitrary q-dimensional subspace, and define hypotheses 
H,,(Q): Q is an invariant subspace (i.e., Zk E Q for k E Q), 
H,(Q): Q is not necessarily invariant. 
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Then 
% = n f&(Q) and ff l  = U WQh (1) 
0 0 
where the union and intersection are over all q-dimensional subspaces of Rp. 
The subspaces Q and Q’- are either both invariant or both noninvariant, so it is 
no restriction to assume 1 < q < [$p]. 
A dissection of null and alternative hypotheses of the kind (I) is a necessary 
ingredient to apply the union-intersection (UI) principle, a useful and often 
illuminating heuristic device for test construction proposed by Roy [8, 91. 
Mudholkar, Davidson and Subbiah [7], f  or example, have recently elucidated 
a large class of MANOVA tests by showing their UI character. 
A good discussion is given in [lo, Chap. IV, Sect. 4.4.e]. In this paper some 
familiarity with the UI principle will be assumed. 
In Section 2 the main results of two recent papers [2, 41 will be reinterpreted 
in this context to show that the UI test for sphericity corresponding to the LR 
test for H,,(Q) within Hr(Q) uses the test statistic 
WI* = fi (4 + /,-,,l)“/(4~~ir,-,,.,), 
i=l 
where /r > f.. > ... > l, > 0 are the latent roots of S. 
In Section 3 we show that the ordinary LR test for sphericity also has a natural 
union-intersection interpretation. 
2. A CLASS OF UI TESTS 
Let Q C Rp be a fixed q-dimensional subspace, and suppose the columns of 
UP x 4 and K2Q x (P - 4)) f  orm orthonormal bases for Q and Ql, respec- 
tively. As noted in [6], testing H,,(Q) within H,(Q) amounts to testing whether 
the two sets of variates X, = Kr’Y and X, = K,‘Y are uncorrelated, (where 
WJ x 1) - W(0, Z), say). The LR test (cf. [l, Sect. 9.7) uses the statistic 
U,(Q) = det(K’SK)/{det(Kr’S&) det(K,‘SK,)}, 
where K = [Kr i KJ E O(p). 
It is easy to show that 
det(K’SK) = det(k;‘SK,) det(K,‘SKr - K~‘SK,(K,‘SK,)-‘K,‘SK,) 
= det(K,‘SK2)/det(K,‘S1Kr), 
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and so as our statistic we choose 
u,(Q) = det(K,‘SK,) det(K,‘SIK,) = {U,(Q)}-‘. 
By standard arguments the corresponding UI statistic for H,, within Hi will be 
% * = rn? U*(Q). 
Let h, ,..., h, be the latent vectors of S corresponding to Pi ,..., 8,. The 
following results are proved in [Z] and [4]: 
(i) The stationary points of up.(Q) are the distinct subspaces spanned by 
the columns of all orthonormal matrices K1 chosen as follows. Pick an integer Y in 
0 < Y < 4. Choose r pairs (hi , hj) of distinct latent vectors and 4 - Y  additional 
vectors bl, from the remaining p - 2r. The columns of Ki are then h, for each 
chosen single latent vectors and 2-l12(h, + h,) for each chosen pair. 
(ii) The stationary values of z+(Q) at any stationary point are found by 
forming a product of 4 terms with 1 corresponding to each chosen single latent 
vector hk and (Fi + Cj)“/(4tiCj) corresponding to each chosen pair (hi, hj). 
(iii) The global maximum of uJQ) occurs at the largest stationary value, 
and 
% * = m;x u,(Q) = fi (ti + Jp--i+1)2, (4LidD-i+l). 
i=l 
It is interesting to note that this maximum occurs at a subspace Qi say 
“midway” between the subspaces corresponding to the largest q, and the 
smallest q latent roots, in the sense that the critical angles between Qr and either 
of these subspaces are all 45”, and as well Q, is orthogonal to the subspace 
corresponding to any intermediate roots. 
As another test for H,,(Q) within H,(Q) we could have chosen ri2(Q) the largest 
squared sample canonical correlation between X, and X, . The UI statistic for 
Ha within Hi will be 
p* - 
IP -- mg  r12(Q) 
Maximizing ri”(Q) clearly amounts to finding a pair of orthogonal linear functions, 
say k,‘Y and k,Y, k,‘k, = 0 with largest squared sample correlation. The plane 
of k, and k, must therefore intersect the ellipse k’Sk = 1 in the most elongated 
ellipse possible, and hence, must coincide with the plane of hi and h, . The 
largest squared correlation is then achieved by placing k, and k, at 45” on either 
side of hi . The achieved squared correlation is then 
r;,* = (11 - /,)“/yl + /,)” (= 1 - l/u,*). 
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This test statistic is equivalent to the ratio of extreme roots C,/l$ proposed 
in [3]. Some work on the null distribution has been done by [5, Ill, although 
much remains to be done in this area before the test is readily available in 
practice. 
3. THE LR TEST FOR SPHERICITY 
Let K = [k, ... k,] E O(p) be a given orthogonal matrix. We now consider 
a different invariant subspace dissection of H, and HI based on the component 
hypotheses 
H,,*(K): Each ki is a latent vector of Z 
H,*(K): H,*(K) is possibly false. 
It is evident that 
ffo = n Ho*(K) and Hl = u H,*(K), (2) 
K~Otnl KEOW) 
and so from a test of H,,*(K) within H,*(K) we can derive a UI test for Ho 
within HI . For a natural choice this turns out to be the ordinary LR test for 
H,, within HI . 
The columns ki of K are all eigenvectors of 2 if and only if the elements of 
X = K’Y are mutually uncorrelated, [6]. Hence, we can test H,,*(K) within 
H,*(K) using an LR statistic ([l], Sect. 9.2) 
W,(K) = det(K’SK)/(fi k,‘Ski) 
= det(S,/(fi k:SZq). 
i=l 
The corresponding UI statistic for H,, within HI will then be 
w 2) * = Klnn~, W,(K). 
Using the inequality between arithmetic and geometric means 
= det(S)/{tr(K’SK)/p}P 
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Hence, we can say 
wJl* 2 (ii qii, G/Pi”. 
i=l 
To show this is the achieved global minimum we have to show that we can 
always find an orthogonal matrix K such that K’SK has equal diagonal elements. 
Suppose S = HLH’, where L = diag(Bi) and HE O(p). Suppose further that 
an Hadamard matrix N of order p exists (i.e., N is ap x p matrix of entries +I 
or - 1 with mutually orthogonal columns). Then choosing K = p-l12HN it is 
easy to see K’SK has equal diagonal elements. 
In particular it is possible to find such a matrix with p = 2. For any value of p, 
then, we can always find a Jacobi-type rotation matrix, Kl say, such that K,‘SK, 
has any two specified diagonal elementssay sii and sjj , both changed to &(sii + sjj) 
and the other diagonal elements left unchanged. Therefore, we can find a 
sequence of Jacobi rotations Kl , K2 ,... which, at each stage, will transform say 
the current largest and smallest diagonal elements to equality, and leave the 
others unchanged. Hence, the diagonal elements of S can be made arbitrarily 
close to equality. This is enough to show that 
but since the orthogonal group O(p) is compact, and W’,(K) a smooth function 
defined on it this must be the achieved global minimum. 
We can summarize these results as a 
THEOREM. The UI test statistic for HO within HI corresponding to dissection (2), 
and using an LR test for the component hypotheses, is the ordinary LR statistic for 
HO within HI , namely, 
w,* = (ii 4)/@ q/P/ ‘,. 
i=l 
Geometrically, the problem of finding K is the same as finding a rotation of an 
origin centred ellipsoid so that its positive intercepts on a fixed orthogonal axis 
system are equal. The algorithm given above amounts to rotating the ellipsoid 
in stages within the planes of the most unequal pair of intercepts so as to make 
these intercepts equal. It is clear that this process will converge, and quickly, 
so the specified algorithm provides an efficient computational means of finding 
one such matrix K. It is not clear, however, that these have any data analytic 
interest. 
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